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Warranty Details  & Support 
 
This product is warranted against defects for a period of One year If 
the product is faulty, Winplus will repair or replace the product (at its 
discretion) at no cost to you provided the Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine 
has been used in accordance with instructions provided. The benefits 
under our Warranty are in addition to other rights and remedies under 
consumer law in relation to these goods. Our goods come with guarantees 
that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are 
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation 
for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled 
to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable 
quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

For additional support including helpful guides and videos, visit the 
Cocoon support website at  www.winplus.com.au/cocoon.html 

Telephone:   1300 663 907
Email:   customercare@winplus.com.au
Website: www.winplus.com.au
Address: Winplus Australasia Pty Ltd, PO Box 537
  Bayswater Business Centre Vic 3153
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Introduction
Congratulations on the purchase of your Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine. 
This product is designed to Playback CD, CD-G, Aux input and provide 
many years of reliable use. Please read and follow these instructions 
carefully. If you experience any difficulties setting up or using this product, 
please see inside cover for contact details.

Technical Specifications
Output Power:   2 x 1W 

Output Impedance:  8Ω
Frequency Response:  100 Hz – 20KHz

Signal to Noise Ratio:  50 dB (A-WTD)

Aux In:    3.5mm headphone jack

Microphone:   Ø6.3mm dynamic microphone with -74 Db 600Ω  
   impedance  

Power Input:   DC 9V 0.8A

Battery Input:   8 x “C” Cell batteries (not included)

Weight:   1.2kg

Dimensions:   23 x 10.5 x 25cm

Parts List
1 x Karaoke Machine
1 x Microphone
1 x RCA Cable
1 x Power Adaptor
1 x Instruction Manual
1 x Getting Started Guide
1 x Warranty Card
2 x Warranty Stickers
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POWERING THE COCOON KIDS KARAOKE MACHINE

The Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine can be powered directly using the included 
power adaptor or using batteries. (Refer to p. 10 for instructions regarding 
batteries) 

1. Connect the plug of the power adaptor to the rear of the Cocoon Kids  
 Karaoke Machine
2. Connect the power adaptor to mains power.
3. Switch on the power outlet.
4. Press the ON/OFF button located on the bottom left side of the front of  
 the unit.
 

CONNECTING A MICROPHONE 

The Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine can support up to 2 wired microphones using 
a ¼” plug. There is 1 wired microphone included with the Cocoon Kids Karaoke 
Machine to get you started. 

1. Connect the ¼” plug of the microphone to either the Mic 1 or Mic 2 ports  
 located on the bottom right side of the unit.
2. Switch the microphone to ON using the switch located on the   
 microphone handle.
3. Adjust the microphone volume using the MIC VOLUME dial located on the  
 top left side of the unit.
4. Adjust the master volume using the MASTER VOLUME dial located on the  
 top right side of the unit.

INSERTING A CD OR CD-G

A karaoke CDG or CD-G is the main type of format for the CD’s used for karaoke 
with CD-G being the most common label. CD-G stands for compact disc plus 
graphics, a special disc format where simple graphics and text are stored in the 
sub channels of the audio disc.You can playback your favorite CD’s using the 
Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine or insert CD-G’s into the unit to read lyrics when 
connected to a TV. (Refer to p. 9 for further information) 

1. Open the CD door by inserting your finger near the OPEN label on the cd  
 door. Pull down gently to open the door.
2. Load your CD into the compartment and gently close the CD door.
3. The LED display on your Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine will show the  
 number of tracks that are available on the CD to play.
4. When you insert a CD-G, the CDG LED will be lit. 

Note: Only 1 CD can be inserted at a time. 

Warning: Never insert anything except for a CD or CD-G onto the disc tray. 
Foreign objects can damage the unit. 
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Play/Pause 
Push to toggle Play and Pause functions while a CD is inserted.  The PLAY/PAUSE 
LED will light up when paused 

Stop 
Push to stop playback.  The LED display will light up with the total number of tracks 
on the CD 

Skip Forward
Push to skip to the next track on the disc or the next track in the program order 

Skip Back
Push once to return to the beginning of the currently playing track, or press twice to 
skip to the beginning of the previous track

Program
You can program the Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine to play songs in a pre-selected 
order.

1. If the CD is currently playing, press the STOP button to begin programming.
2. Press and hold the PROGRAM button until the “PROG” LED is begins  
 flashing.
3. The LED display will flash  
4. Press the SKIP button    to select the desired track number.
5. Press the PROGRAM button to confirm the track selection. 
6. The LED display will show the next program position number. For example,if  
 you have just selected the 3rd track in your program, then the LED will  
 display “4”. This indicates that the track being selected currently will play  
 4th in the program. 
7. You can repeat the above steps to add up to 20 tracks to your list.
8. When you have selected all the tracks you wish to play, press the PLAY  
 button    to start singing. 

Tip: To clear all the programmed tracks, press the STOP button twice, and the 
“PROG” LED will stop flashing.

Repeat 
To repeat the track currently playing: 

1. While a track is playing, press the REPEAT button once.
2. The REPEAT LED will flash.
3. Press the PLAY/PAUSE button to begin playing.
4. To stop the repeat function press the repeat button until the repeat light  
 turns off.
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To repeat all tracks on the CD: 

1. Press the REPEAT button twice.
2. The REPEAT LED will stay lit.
3. Press the PLAY/PAUSE button to begin playing.
4. To stop the repeat function press the repeat button until the repeat light  
 turns off. 
 

AUDIO PLAYBACK FUNCTIONS
  
Master Volume
Use the MASTER VOLUME dial to control the overall volume of the unit. This will affect 
both the microphone output volume and the CD playback volume. 

Auto Voice Control
This function allows you to replace the lead singer’s voice with your own when playing 
a multiplex recording.  

1. Press the A.V.C button to turn the Auto Voice Control function ON/OFF
2. The vocals on the multiplex recording will be muted when using the   
 microphone.
3. When the microphone is not in use, the pre-recorded vocals will resume.
 
Note: this function will only work for multiplex recordings on CDs. These are 
generally CD-Gs and will be labeled as such.  

Balance
When playing a multiplex CD-G 

1. Turning the dial to the right will lower the volume of the music track.
2. Turning the dial to the left will lower the volume lead singers vocals.

When playing an audio CD 

1. Turning the dial to the right will shift volume output to the right speaker
2. Turning the dial to the left will shift volume output to the left speaker. 

Echo
Use the echo dial to enhance your voice to give a concert hall effect.
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CONNECTING A PORTABLE AUDIO DEVICE  
(MOBILE PHONE, MP3 PLAYER, TABLET) 
 
You can connect your MP3 player or other audio device using a 3.5mm audio cable 
(not included) and sing-a-long to your favourite tracks that might not be on CD. 

1. Connect the audio device via a 3.5mm audio cable to the LINE IN port  
 located on the rear of the unit.
2. Ensure the volume of your audio device is turned up.
3. Control track playback from the MP3 player or audio device.  

Tip: There is a cradle compartment which opens from the rear of the Cocoon 
Kids Karaoke Machine. Use this cradle to hold your audio device while it is 
connected to the Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine.

Note: You cannot control (Play/Pause/Stop/Skip Tracks) from the Cocoon Kids 
Karaoke Machine when connecting an Mp3 player.

DISCO LIGHTS 

The Cocoon Kids Karaoke Player comes with Disco lights that will flash while  
you sing.  

1. Press the Disco Light ON/OFF button to turn the lights on
2. Press the button again to switch the lights off.

CONNECTING TO YOUR TV 

The Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine can be connected to your TV when playing a 
CD-G format discs, to allow you read the lyrics as you sing to the audio track. 

1. Using the included RCA cables, connect the yellow plug to the VIDEO OUT  
 jack and the white and red to the AUDIO OUT jacks using their respective  
 colours.
2. Connect the opposite ends of the RCA cable to their respective VIDEO IN  
 and AUDIO IN jacks on your TV. (Refer to your TV manual)
3. Turn your TV to the correct AV channel.
4. Insert a CD-G disc featuring lyric tracks and when you begin music  
 playback the lyrics will be displayed in time with the audio track. 

Note: Lyrics will only be displayed when using a valid CD-G. Regular format 
audio CD’s do not have this feature.
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INSERTING BATTERIES 

You can insert 8 x C batteries (not included) to your Cocoon Kids Karaoke Machine 
and take your music with you. 

1. Slide the battery door in the direction shown on the battery panel.
2. Insert 8 x C batteries (not included) as indicated taking note of the polarity  
 of the batteries when inserting them.
3. Replace the cover tightly before you operate the unit.

Tip: When replacing old batteries, it is best to replace all 8 batteries at the same 
time. You should not mix old batteries with new batteries.
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Troubleshooting
PROBLEM SOLUTION

No power when ON -  Check the power plug is connected to the    
   back of the unit and then plug into a power 
   outlet
-  Check that the outlet is switched on
-  Check that the ON/OFF button on the bottom-
   left of the unit is in the ON position

No power when using 
batteries 

-  Change the batteries
-  Check the batteries are inserted correctly
-  Ensure the power cable is not connected at 
   the same time as the batteries

No sound -  Turn up the master volume dial
-  Remove any aux-in cables that may be 
   connected to the AUX-IN port
-  Check volume of any connected audio device
-  If playing from an external audio device, 
   ensure the volume is turned up

CD Player does not work -  Check your disc is not scratched or dirty
-  Check the CD lens is clean. If dusty, blow 
   clean air across the lens to remove the dust. If 
   problems persist, use a CD lens cleaner to 
   clean the CD compartment
-  Check there is no moisture inside of the unit. 
   Allow to dry before use.
-  Disconnect the unit from batteries and power 
   completely for 30 secs and retry 

No sound when connected 
to TV

-  Ensure component or AV is selected as the 
   source for your TV audio
-  Ensure the colour coded RCA cables are 
   correctly inserted into their respective jacks
-  Turn up the volume of the TV or home theatre

Lyrics do not appear on 
screen

-  Ensure the colour coded RCA cables are 
   correctly inserted into their respective jacks
-  Ensure you are playing a CD-G. Audio CD’s will 
    not display lyrics
-  Ensure the CD-G LED is lit to confirm a CD-G 
   format disc is playing. 
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

No sound from microphone -  Turn up the volume on the MIC VOL and 
   master volume dial
-  Ensure the microphone is switched to the ON 
   position on the microphone handle
-  Ensure you are singing into the microphone 
   and are not more than 3cm away from the 
   microphone
-  Ensure the microphone jack is securely 
   connected to either MIC 1 or MIC 2

Music or vocals cut out while 
playing a CD-G and singing 
with the microphone.

-  Switch off Auto Voice Control
-  Ensure you are playing a track that has avocal 
   track

No sound or low volume from 
the microphone

-  Check the echo dial is not too low

While playing a CD-G track 
with music and vocals, only 
music or vocals play.

-  Adjust the balance dial to the middle

Burned CDs will not play -  Ensure the burned CD is a CD-R or CD-RW 
   disc. Discs must be burned as audio CD 
   format, not MP3 CD format.

What format discs are 
compatible?

-  Formats supported are: CD, CD-G, CD-R 
   (burned as an audio CD), and CD-RW (burned 
   as an audio CD) 

Note: CD-R and CD-RW burned as MP3 discs 
are not supported

Troubleshooting
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Notes:
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Notes:
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